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Compound interest

Mensuration

Trigonometry

Statistics

Total amount :

Cuwed Surface are a of a core : ml

Surface area of a spherc: 4rr2

2

Mathemdtical Fonfluhe

l+ r
100

Volume of a con ": 
!*'h
3

Volume of a sphere : 10''

sinl sin-B sinC

a'=b'+c'-zbccosA

4

a

Area of triansle ,4 BC= !absnc-2

Arc lenglh = r0 , where d is in radians

Sector area = Lr'e.onh"r" d is in radians
2

abc

PartnerlnLeaming
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t2l

l. Write the following numbers in order of size, starting with the smallest.

33% 1 rlY3 (31 -0.3

Answer

2. The line 4y-3x=21 crosses the x-axis atl.
Find

(a) the gradient ofthe line,

(b) the coordinates of point l.

Answer t1l

Answer I ( ) tll

3. A school has 360 students.

The ratio of the number ofboys to the number of girls is 3 : 5.

On one day, 15 boys and 15 girls were absent.

Find the ratio ofthe number ofboys to the number of girls on that day.

Give your answer in its simplest form.

Answer

[Turn over

t2)
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4. Sally invested $20 000 in a savings account paying simple interest at r lo per year.

After 3.5 years, there was $23 150 in her account.

Calculate the value of r.

Answer

BP- 1 37

t2l

5. Complete the sentance below.

Ify cm2 is the total surface area of a cube with side ofx cm,

yls proportional to , where [: 121

6. A conical paper cup, as shown in the diagram, is fllled up to j of its maximum height.

Kumar claimed that the paper cup is filled to 50% of its capacity.

Explain whether his statement is true.

12)

PartnerlnLeaming
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7. Sarah knows that one angle of an isosceles triangle is 50o .

She says that one ofthe other angles must be 180"--50'*65'.
"2

Explain why Sarah is wrong.

12)

8. It is given that x' y = 5 + 4y .

(a) Findy when r = -3 .

O) Reanange the formula to make y the subject.

Answer y

Answer

t1l

t2l

9. 100 grams ofpeanuts contain 25.8 grams of protein.

Calculate the mass ofprotein in 248.9 kilograms ofpeanuts, in grams.

Leave your answer in standard form, correct to 3 significant figures.

grams t3lAnswer

[Turn over
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10. (a) Expand and simplify 2-3(2-3x).

Answer tll

O) Factorise 6ax+9bx-4a-6b.

Answer trl

11. The total surface area of a cylindrical solid with radius r and height I is twice the total surface area

of a sphere with radius r.

Find i in terms of r.

Answer t3l

12. A rrrap is drawn to a scale of 1 : 50 000.

(a) Two towns P and Q are 5 km apart.

Calculate, in metres, the distance Pp on the map.

Answer

O) A lake has an actuai area of l0 km2.

Find the areq in square centimetres, ofthe lake on the map.

m t1l

Answer cm2 l2l

PartnerlnLeaming
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13. Sketch t}e gaph of y = -(: - 8)(:r + 2) on the axes below.

Indicate clearly the coordinates ofthe maximum point and the values where tle graph crosses the

axes on the curve.

v

x

BP- 140

t3l

o

14. (a) Simplifu (#l', leaying yow answer in positive index notation.

Answer t2l

t2)

(b) Given that g' 
"^E =t, find the value ofn.

Answer

PartnerlnLeaming
140
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15. (a) Express 720 as the product ofits prime factors.

Answer tll

O) Given that 720k = m! , where ft and m are positive integers and m is as small as possible, find

the value oft and of z.

Answer k =

trl

(c) The lowest common multiple of two numbers is 720.

The highest common factor ofthese two numbers is 24.

Both numbers are smaller than 150.

Find the two numbers.

Answer , l2l

PartnerlnLearning
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16. (a) Use the set notation to describe the shaded region.

BP-142

tll

tll

tll

€

Answer

O) f : { integersx: l<x<6}

I = { prime numbers }

B= { multiples of 3 }

(D List the elements of Aa B' .

Answer

(ii) On the Venn diagram below, shade the region which represents I 
^ 

B' .

Answer

(iii) Underline the correct statement from the list below.

5cA { lqB (A'nB)c(

A B

[Turn over
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17. The diagram shows the path ofa plane from airport ,{ to airport B.

C is due south of B, I is due west of C.

.__d
C

km360

A
480 km

The plane flies at an average speed of444 km/h.

It leaves I and flies directly to B.

Calculate the time taken for the plane to reach 8.

Give your answer in hour(s) and minute(s), to the nearest minute.

Answer hour(s) minute(s) t4l

PartnerlnLearning
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18. The zoo is setting up a new Panda Park on a plot of land S7(/2.

There is a waterfall at Tand a bamboo forest at -8, as shown in the diagram below.

U

(a) Construct the perpendicular bisector ofBZ.

Ts

BP-144

tll

r

The panda enclosure is to be built in the park such that it is equidistant from the waterfall (7) and
the bamboo forest (8).

It must also be nearer to edge ,Sf than to U7.

(b) By showing the necessary construction line(s) clearly, label one possible location of
the panda enclosure with a P.

[Turn over

t3l
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19. Die A has the numbers 1,2,3 and 4 etgtaved on it while die B has the numbers 2, 3 and 5

angraved oo it. They are rolled one after another.

(a) Complete the possibility dia$am.

Die B

, 3 5

I (1,s)

2 (2,2)

3 (3,2) (3,3) (3,s)

4 (4,3) (4,5)

(b) Giving your answer as a fraction in its simplest form, find the probability that

(r) both dice are even numbers,

Answer

(iD product ofthe two numbers is less than 10.

Answer

BP-145

tll

t1l

tl l

tll

1(c) Using the experiment above, give one example of an event E, such that P@) is
4

PartnerlnLeaming
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20. Alex had 4 tests in a sernester and the results were A, B, CandD respectively.

He calculated his mean score and standard deviation using a calculator and obtained 67.5 for mean

and 9 for standard deviation.

(a) Based on the information, find the value of

(i) A+B+C+D,

Answer trl

1x7,t2+P+C+ff.

Answer t2)

O) While checking, Alex realised that he had entered one ofthe scores *rongly.

The score should be 86 instead of 68.

Calculate the correct mean.

Answer

[Turn over

tll
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21. The table below shows the number of cups of four brands of ice cream sold at 2 dessert shops on a

particular day.

Shop 1 Shop 2

Brand I 5 3

Brand B 11 7

Brand C 8 9

Brand D 5 tz

(a) Write down a 4x2 matrix Q that represents the data in the table above.

Answer Q: tll

A cup of ice cream costs $5 for Brand l, $10 for Brand B, $8 for Brand c and $x for Brand D.

The information can be represented by the matix P = (5 10 8 ,) .

(b) Find, in tems of .r, matrix R = PQ.

Answer R: tll

(c) Explain what each ofthe elements in R represent.

tll

(d) Both shops collected the same amount ofmoney that day.

Calculate the value ofx.

Answer .r = tll

PartnerlnLeaming
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22, In the diagram, the points l, B, C, D and E lie on a circle, cen1re O.

z4D is a diameter of the circle, Mis the point on -BZ'strchthat EM: BM arLd IBCD =121" .

D

(a) Find

(i) angle BAD,

Answer

(ii) angle AEB.

Answer

O) Explain whether line ,4J is parallel to line BO.

A

BP- 148

tll

t2)

BC

1210

[Turn over
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23. The diagram shows a regular octagon ABCDEFGH.

AB and DC arc extended to meet at P.

P

A

H

(a) Find angle CDE.

BP- 149

tll

CB

D

E

O) Show that angle BPC is a right angle.

Answer

(c) Given that CG:8 cm, find the area ofthis octagon.

F

Answer

t2)

Answer cm2 l2l

PartnerlnLeaming
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24. The lengths ofthe sides ofan equilateral triangle are (3;r+y-3)cm, (2x+3y) cm and

(x+4y+5)cm.

(a) Write down and simplifu two simultaneous equations, in terms of.r and y, to represent this

inforrnation.

Answer 1o equation

2od equation

(b) Solve the simultaneous equations to find the perimeter ofthe triangle.

Answer Perimeter = cm 14l

tll
tll

ParlnerlnLearning
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Compound interest

Mensuration

Trigonometry

Stdtistics

rotalamount = 
"(t.#)'

I*
uean= fi

2

Mathematical Formuhe

Standard deviation :

PartnerlnLearning
153

Curved Surface area of a cone - n"l

Surface area of a spherc : 4r2

Volume of a con ": 
!*'h
3

A
Volume of a sohere = lza''

J

I
Area of triangle,{l}C = -absnCz

Arc length= rA , wherc d is in radians

1

Sector area = !r'e.where d is in radians
2

abc
ri"l = ri"B = ti"C

a' = b' + c' - 2bccos A

trr'e,c
\lEl -lE7l
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(a) The first four terms ofa sequence are 2, 5, 8 and I 1.

(i) Write down the 6fi term of the sequence.

BP- 154

t1l

tll

Answer

(ii) Write down an expression for the nth ofthis sequence.

Answer

(iii) Explain whethet 2021is a term ofthis sequence.

(b) The first four terrns in a different sequence ofnumbers are given below.

T'=2'-t=3
T, = J2 -1= 24

4 =8'-t=ol
To=ll2 -7=tZO

(i) Find Is.

Answer

(ii) Find and simplifr an expression, in terrns of n, for 7".

Answer

(iii) Hence explain why the terrns ofthe sequence are all muitiples of3.

t2)

t1l

t2l

PartnerlnLeaming
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2- The diagram shows the speed-time graph for a bus joumey between two places

Speed (m,zs)

l5

Time (s)
0

10 50 56

(a) Find the deceleration after 52 seconds'

Answer

(b) Describe the motion ofthe bus between, - 10 seconds and I = 50 seconds.

rn/s2 tll

t1l

PartnerlnLeaming
155
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(c) Find the distance travelled by the bus ia the first 50 seconds.

Answer

A car started its joumey from rest l0 seconds later after the bus-

It took the same route as the bus.

It accelerated uniformly until it met the bus at t = 50 seconds.

(d) Calculate the speed ofthe car at r:50 seconds.

Answer

PartnerlnLeaming
156

m 12)

m/s l2l
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3. (a) Solve the inequality -2 <1-2x <5 .

Answer

O) Alan claimed that 522 is larger than 333 .

Explain whether his claim is true without using a calculator.

(c) Simolifo 
3xz!-x -2 

.' ' 21x' -12

Answer t3l

PartnerlnLearning
157
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(d) Express as a single fraction ir its simplest forrn ,^ 
5* 

^,, * - 
2 

- .' (3x-2)' 2-3x

BP- 158

t1l

(e) (i) Express 5 - 9:r + x2 in the form of q + (x * p)' ,

Answer t2l

(ii) Hence furd the minimum value of 5-9x+x2.

Answer

PartnerlnLeaming
158
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4 On Saturday, the exchauge rate between Euros (€) and Singapore Dollars (S$) was €1 : S$ "r.

(a) Mr Lee changed 5$480 into Euros.

Write down an expression, in terms of x, for the amount of Euros tltat he received on

Saturday.

Answer € tll

On Sunday, the Euros grew shonger and the exchange rate was €1 : S$ (x - 0.1).

O) Mr Lee changed another 5$300 into Singapore Dollars.

Write down an expression, in terms ofx, for the amount of Euros that he received on Sunday.

Answer € t1l

(c) Mr Lee realised that ho received €100 more on Saturday than on Sunday'

Form an equation in r and show that it reduces to 5Ox2-95x+24=0.

Answer

PartnerlnLeaming
159
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Answer I :

BP-i60

t4l

t1l

(d) Solve the equation 50xz -95x+24=0.

(e) Mrs Lim changed €1000 into Singapore Dollars on Sunday.

Given that x > 1, calculate the amount of Singapore Dollars that she received.

Answer S$

PartnerlnLearning
160
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l0
s

P R

xcm

The diagrao shows a sector O,{.8 ofa circle with centre O and radius x qn.

A circle with centre c and radius 6 cm lies within the sector and touches the s*tot oAB at P, R

and ,S.

It is given that argle ROC is 30'.

(a) Show that triangle CRO is congment w tiall'gle CPO.

BA

o

t3l

(b) Showthatx:18.

Answer

PartnerlnLeaming
161
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tt
(c) Calculate the perimeter ofthe unshaded region, CPSRC.

Write your answer in terms of a + 6z .

Answer

(d) Calculate the total area ofthe shaded regions.

Answer

PartnerlnLeaming
162

cm t3l

cm t3l2
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t2

N

65

160 m
B

70m

D

c
Lr the diagram , IBC is a horizontal triangular plot of land and D lies on BC.

AB:65m,BD =70m,AC= 160 m and angle ,43D = 130".

(a) Find the distance ,4D.

Answer

(b) Show that angle BIC = 31.87".

Answer

PartnerlnLeaming
163
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(c) Find the bearing of A from C.

Answer

(d) A bird is hovering vertically above B.

1[g angle of elevation ofthe bird from A is 20" .

Find the angle of elevation of the bird when viewed from D.

Answer

PartnerlnLeaming
164
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t2l

t3l
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7 (a) 200 students from school I recorded the time, I minutes, for their joumey from home to

school.

The results are shown in the cumulative frequency graph'

12

BP- 165

I2l

ao

o
r" g0
a)

(J
40

l0 20 30

Time (minutes)

Using the graph to find the

(i) number of students who took between 15 and 40 minutes,

Answer

(U) interquartileraoge.

PartnerlnLeaming
165

0 40 50

Answer minutes 12)
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200 students from school B also recorded their joumey time from home to school and the
information could be found in the table.

Lower Quartile Upper Quartile
l5 minutes 30 minutes

(iii) Susi mentioned that there are more students in school I than in school B who took
more than 30 minutes to rcach school.

Explain whether her statement is correct.

O) A bag contains 5 red balls, 4 blue balls and 3 green balls.

Two balls are taken out at random without replacement.

Find, in its simplest fonn, the probability that

(i) one red ball and one green ball are selected,

Answer

(ii) both balls are ofthe same colours.

Answer

A third ball is taken out.

(iii) Find the probability that none of the three balls taken out is red.

PartnerlnLeaming
166

t2l

tzl

t2)

Answer
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E The variables .r and y are connected by the equation y = ) + Zx -7 .

x

Some corresponding values of.r and y are given in the following table.

(b)
R

On the grid opposite, draw the graph of y =]+2x -7 for l3x<6-
x

x I 1.5 2 J 4 5 6

v 3 4.44 -1 -0.1 1 1.5 3.32 p

(a) Find the value ofp.

Answer tll

t3l

(c) Use the graph to write down the range of values .r where
8

x'
2x<8.

Answer t21

(d) By drawing a tangent, find the gradient of the curve atx: 1.5.

Answer t2l

(e) (l) On the same axes, draw a line that passes through (2,0) and has gradient of -1' l2l

(ii) Write down the *-coordinatos of the points where this line intersects the curve'

t1l

PartnerlnLeaming
167
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9 A beverage factory produces soft drink in a bottle, as shown in figure 1.

The bottle can be modelled as a &ustum attached to the top ofa cylinder as shown in figure 2.

The measurements are given in the table.

Diameter (Dr) of the base of the

bottle = 84 mm.

Diameter (&) of bottle opening =
36 mm

Height (Ii) = 80 mm

Height (f/z) : 120 mm

Dz:36mm

Ii=80mm

Hz:l20mm

Figure I

Dr :84 mm

Figure 2

(a) Using similarity, show that ft = 60 mm.

Answer

PartnerlnLeaming
169
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(b) Calculate the volume, in cubic centimeters, of the bottle in Figure 2.

Answer cm3 t5l

(c) Another bottle is to be made with a volume that is half the volume of the bottle in Figure 2.

Given that the two bottles are geometrically similar, find the height of the smaller boftle.

Answer mm l2l

PartnerlnLeaming
170
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Metered Fare

Flag down rate (inclusive of
first I km or less)

$3.50

Distsnce rate (beyond I km)

Every 400 m up to 10 km

Every 300 m after 10 km

$0.22

$0.2s

Traffic waiting time rate

Every 45 seconds of waiting
or less

$0.22

20

BP- 171

l0 The table below shows the flag-down rate and charges for SBC taxi

Time-based Additional Surcharges

Peak period surcharge
(6 Nr to 9.29 am and 6 pm to
I 1.59 pm)

30% of metered fare

Late night surcharge
(12.00 am to 5.59 am)

50% of metered fare

(a) Bryan hailed and got into a taxi during the non-peak period to travel to his workplace.

The total distance covered by the taxi is 1 1 km and the traffic waiting time is about 90

seconds.

Calculate how much Bryan paid for his taxi fare

PartnerlnLeaming
171

Answer $ t3l
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Below is some additional information about the payment method.

Payment by Easy Link Card $0.30 charge on top of metered fare

Payrnent by Go Card

O) Lisa hailed a taxi to retum to her house.

She boarded the taxi at 7 pm and reached her house at 7.30 pm.

During the joumey, the traffic waiting time is about 5 minutes.

She used Go Card and paid $27.84 for the fare.

Suggest what is a likely average speed of the taxi during this joumey, in km,/tr.

Answer

PartnerlnLeaming
't72

kmih t7l

5% discount ofthe total fare
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1. -{.3, (!)' ,rr"r" ,} [Bz' al 
"orr""t, 

B I for three numbers in the correct sequencel

t"l ]nrt (b) l(-7, 0) tBll

Paper I

2.

3. Number ofboys: 135, number ofgirls: 225lBll
New ratio on that day: 4 : 7 [B1]

4. Amount of interest : $3150

,rrO 20000xrx3.5
100

r = 4.5 [Al]

[M1: correct amount of interest and attempt to use the forrnula]

OR interest per year : $900 [M I : correct amount of interest/year]

,Yo= 900 ,100%=4.5%.
20000

r = 4.5 [A1]

5. y is directly proportional tol witl f :6. [B2: all correct, Bl:2 correct answers]

6

7. Sarah is wrong as there is other possible angle. tB 1l
OR 50' could be one of the base angles.

The other angle could also be 180" - 50'- 50'= 80' . [81: s.o.i.]

8. (a) I [Bl]
(b) r'?y-4y=J P411

Y(l -4)=s

t=7low

PartnerlnLearning
174

3,=(;)' [B 1 ] or attempt to say that ttre volume of upper half is not equal to volume of

lower half. However, correct terminology must be used.

L=o.rzs
I/2

His statement is not trtre as it is only filled to 12.5%o of its capacity. [Bl]
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9. 100 grams peanuts rep. 25,8 gams protein

24E.9 x 1000 grams peanuts [Bl: correct conversion]

24E900 grams peanuts rep. '18Jo00 
, zs.t U,art

= 6.42xl0agrams of protein [A1]
10. (a) 9.x-4 [Bl]

@) 6ax+9bx-4a-6b
= 1 x(2a + 3b) - 2(2a + 3$ $ntl
=(3x-2)(2a+3b) [A1] No mark is awarded if the method is wrong.

For a slip and correct answer, award Bl only

11. Total surface area of cylirlder = 2trr1 +Zrh pll
Surface area of sphete: 4rr2

2rr2 +2xrh= 2(4t2) ]Ml''l total SA of cylinder = 2(surface area of sphere)l

h=3r [Al]

12. (a) 0.lm [81]
(b) lcm rep. 0.5lan

lcm2 rep. 0.25 kn2 [Ml: must square and indicate the correct mit]
Area on map : 40 cm2 1A11

13.

v (rrs)

l6

x
o

B I : correct ,-intercepts and y-intercept

B 1 : correct turning point - coordinates of the point must be written

B I : correct shape (concave downward, syrnmebical, cuts .r- and y-axis)
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A.(a)
( 625\ itt
l.."'.J

:{wt
OR

t

=[*)''"

1

J:
I

(b) 9'x.6=r

9',

J
M1l

n=-0.2slA1l

For guess and check, only Bl is awarded.

15. (a) 720 =24 x3'zx 5 [Bl]
(b) &= 300 and m : 60 [81]
(c) 720 = 2a x32 x5

24=23 x3
1"t number: 23 x3x5 =120
2'd number: 2a x32 =144

[B I : finding prime factorisation of 24 and one correct number]

[B2: both correct numbers]

16. (a) Bnl' [Bl]
(b) (i) z and 5 fstl

(ii) Shade the correct region [B 1 ]
(iii) (l'n-a)cf [Bl]

17.1, = 600 km [Bl]

time: # hour [M1: distance/speed]

time: 1.351 hour [A1{]

lhour and 21 minutes [A1{ if it doesn't change 1evel of difficulty]

J

OR 9'x"6=t

32n x305 - 3o [Ml: at least 2 correct]

2n + 0.5:0

z: * 0.25 [Al]

lazs'l
Ir'J

I
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18. (a) line is drawn corectly [B l]
(b) Attempt to draw any angle bisector [B I ]

Angle bisector of ULS drawn correctly [B1]
Conect point plotted and labelled [Bl]

I 9. (a) ( 1,2), (1,3), (2,3), (2,s) and (a,2) [s I ]

t)
G)(D:tBrl (i0:tBrl

6J

(ifboth answers correct but not simplified, awards 81)

(c) Any logical uswer, where n(E) : 3.

For example, probability that the first die shows 1 [Bl]

20. (a) (i) 270 lBll

(i0 e=
sum ofr' _Ur.r, tMll

4

Sum ofl= 18549 [Al]

(b) (72 [Bl]

53
ll 7

89
512

2t. (a) tBll (b) (rel+sx rs7+12r) IBU

collected, in dollars, from selling four brands of ice-cream in shop A

[Bl] or in each shop respectively. Do not acceot in both shops respectively

(d) $6 tBll

zz. (a) (i) s9'[al]
(1i) LBED=se"tsrl

Z.4EB =90'-59" = 31" [Bl]

(c)

OR
ZAoB =180 -59'-s9'= 62" [81]

1

LlQB =:xg)" = 3l' [Bl]')
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For students who assr.xn.e AEM = ABM ,l mark is awarded for correct ansv/er

(iii) zMBo =180"-90.-62. = 28" [B1 ]

Shce lMBO * IAEB, lE is NOT parallel to the BO [Bl]

0 mark if angle not found.

23.(r) LCDE=135' [B1]

(b) Z-BCP = 45' [B 1 : must write down what angle is formd]

Therefore, IBPC =180" -45'-45" = 90" [B1]

I
(c) Area of triangle BOC: -x4x4xsin45" = 5.657 [Mi]

Area of octagon = 45.3 cm2 [Al]

24. (a) (3x + y -3), (2x +3y), (x + 4y + 5)

Any of these two equations or equivale.nt [Bl each: must simpli!]

x-2Y =f
x-Y =5

2x-3Y =$

(b) Mtl: any method to solve the two equations

lAl, All x =7,y =2

lBl {l 20x3=60 cm2
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Pener 2

l. (a) (i)17 fBll
(ii) -l + 3z [Bl]
{iii) -1+3n=2021 [M1 {: part (ii) answer = 20211

n= 674
Since n is a positive integer, 2021 is a term of the sequence. [A1]

(b) (i) 15: 195 [Bl]

(iD 4 =(3n-1)'z-1 Mll
1=9n'-6n lAlT

(iii) T,=3Qnz - 2n) . Therefore, it is a multiple of 3 tBl{ ) must show factor of 3l

2. (a\ 2.s lBtl
(b) The bus moves at a constant speed. [B1]

(c) lxl0x15+40x15[Ml:findingthe area under the graph. May award Ml if students"2
accidentally find the distance for all joumey insteadl

= 675 m [A1]

(d) 
|xaoxv=67s tMlil

v = 33.75 [A1]

3. (a) 1<l-2x<5

-3<-2x<4
1.5> x> -2 [Bl: for one correct inequality]

[82: correct inequalities and combined]

(b) 5" = (5'z)"

3" = (3')'t [BI: attempt to change to same power I I]

27tt > 251' . Therefore, Alan's claim is *rong [B 1]
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nr,r-*reW*tMl,Mleachf orcorrectf actorizationl

= , li 
* 

'l , o, Ej-l) [A I {: cancelling the comroon factor from nunerator and
3(3x+2) 9x+6 '

denominator]

5x2
(3x -2)' 3x -2

lMll

__ 5x _2(3x -2)
(3x-2)'z (3x-2)z

5x(2-3x) + 2(3x -2)2
(d) OR tMll(3x-2)'z(2-3x)

3x2 -l4x+8
[Ml : equalise denominator]

(3x -2)'1(2-3x)

(2-3x -x+ 4)

(3x-2)'1(2-3x)

tMrl

5x-6x+4
(3x-2)'1

=ffi'o'
(e) (i) (x-4.5)'z-15.25 [B1,Bl for correctp and 4 each]

(iD -15.25 [Bl{ -- the value ofq]

+. 1ay 1!9 pr1
x

cl$rarr
n, +-;ft= loo [Ml{ : Part (a) -Part (b) ]

480(x -0.1) -300x = l00x(x - 0.1) fMli : get rid of the denominaor without

changing the level of ditrculfl

l00l-190r+48=0 ) 50/l -95x+24=0 [AU

(d)
95r (-esF -4(sox24)

[Ml for substitution of-D and 24, Ml for b2 -4ac]
2x50

x = 1.6,.r = 0.3 [Al, AU (if no working shown, Bl each for correct answer)

oR (l0x-3)(5.r-8) = o M2l

(e) $1s00 [Bl]
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5. (a) In triangle CRO ar:ld fitzngle CPO,

CO - CO (common side)

ICRO = ICPO (tangent peryendicular to radius)

CR : CP (radius)

[Bi for two correct statements and reason, E}2 for all correct statements and reasonl

A CrtO is congruent to A CPO (RHS) [Bl for RHS -- the congruence test must tally
with the three statements used]

Accept SAS, SSS, ASA as well when student used talgents from external point concept.
However tlte 3 statements must tally with the congmence test used.

(b) sin30.=* Mll

co: t2

Therefore.r: 12 + 6: 18 [A1]

(c) Arc length P,SR = ?9,2o6) lVtt)

: 8z [A1]
Perimeter : t2 + 8a [B1!: 12 + arc length PSR found]

(d) Area of sector tr(zi : 9, o ,1 8'z M 1 l

Area ofmajor sector CPx.!: ?19rz1of pratl

Shaded area: 94.2 cm2 1,{11
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6. (a) AD'z=652 +70'z-2(65)(70)osl30' [Ml]
:14974.367 [Ml: takiug square root or s.o'i. in taking square root]

,cD= l22mlAll

b\ "\l-10' ='*4-CB [Ml: using sine rule to find angle lcB]160 65

,^ 
^r, 

- 65sinl100

160

IACB =18.13 [M1i: making sin angle ICB as subject and take sin inverse]

IBAC =180' -18.13"-130' = 31.87" [A1]

(c) Draw north line from C. INrCA = 31 .87o [M 1 ] or any method reaching to this

conect angle.

Bearing ofl from C: 360-31.87" =328.1' [A1]

h
(d) tan20'=; [M I ] OR using correct sine n'rle

h= 65tzl,:.20'

t;11,1 - 65t!!20" Ml il oR using correct sine rule

d=18.7" IAU

7. (a) (D 192-40=152U,il, All - Award Ml if one of the numbers is oorrect and attempt

to subract both numbers.

(ii) 26.5-16.5=10 tMl,All-AwardMl ifone ofthe quartiles is correct and attempt to

subtract Qr from Q:.

(iii) School B upper quartile is 30 minutes. Therefore there are 25% of students (or 50

students) who took more than 30 minutes. [B1]

Her statement is incorrect as Qr in school A is smaller than school B which means that

fewer students who took more than 30 minutes. [B1]

OR from the curve, there are 28 students in school A who took more than 30 minutes.

Therefore, her statement is inconect. [B1]
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(b) (i)

(iD

53
12 11

ls seen.

(;"*),,=; rM,,All

[Ml: at least two correct]

BP- 184

Can award at most M I if all
workings are corIect but
students used diameter and

not radius

Ml is awarded if

54
-x-t2 tl).I

4

12

3

t2
2

11

3\ /
- 

l+lnl\
=f, ro'l

,iii,7r6"5=1 1grt''12 u 10 44'

g. r^r fr =36 ttutt I" [+80 84 '

8. (a) s.22 [B1]
(b) P2: all points plotted correctly

Pl: 4 to 6 points plofted correctly
Cl: smooth curve, curve passes tbrough all the points, no 'break'

(c) y = I is seen or implied. [Bl]
1.2< t<3.7 [81{ from gr+h]

(d) Tangent is drawn correctly at.r: 1.5 tBll
Gradient: -2.75 t 0.5 [Bl]

(e) (i) A line with passes through (2,0) [B 1 ]
A line has gradient of-1 [Bl]

(ii).r: 1.2 or 2.6 [Bl{ from graph]

84h=36h+2880
I = 60 [Al]

(b) Volume of cylinder (in mm3) : 1t(4\'| Q2O) l}{ll
Volune ofbig cone (in mm):|z(42f 040) tMlI

Volume of small cone (in mm31 = | "1r 
sy 1oo; pur f 1
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ft = 159 mm [Al]

10. (a) Waiting rate = 2x$0.22=$0.44 [M1]

Distanco rate : tr.t6 * 
19990 , S 0.22 tl/,l: for flag rate and attempt to use mte
400

every 400m is $0.221

Total fare = $9.,14 [Al]

Votume of frustum (in mm) = y61*re of big cone - volume of small cone tM I i]
: ! E(42\' fi 40\ -l ,7(l E)' (60)

33
Total volume = Volume of cylinder + fiustum = 903.27 cm3 : 903 cm3[A1]

Penalise overell I mark for issue with wrong conversion for this part.

,?,=(rr\

+ 
=t#) [Ml: concept of ratio orvolume andheight]

(b) Price before discount = $27.84+0.95 MU =$29'305
Price before surcharge = $29.305-1.3- gr{l{l :$22.542

Waiting rate = 7 x$0.22 [Ml] = 51.54

Price excluding waiting rate = $22.542 - $1.54 =$21

3.56* 
10000 

r g6 .22+ :l- : xgo.2S =$21 tMl{j400 300

r x30.25=$l2tMl{
300

I = 121400 Accept

Total distance: l+lO+14.4 Ml{ : 1 + l0 + the remaining km] = 25.41m

Averase speed = '4 = tl.f kn/h tAl] (Accept between 50.2 and 50.8 kn/h)
0.5
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